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Meet Bexi

“It’s the ultimate model
that thousands of brand

Bexi is a design automation company that lives at

and design managers

the intersection of business, creativity, and technology

have dreamed of but

— and provides strategy and design solutions to
regulated industries. If you work in either Life
Sciences, Healthcare, Pharma, Telecommunications,
or Cannabis, partnering with us makes it easy to
maximize creativity and accelerate brand awareness.
Bexi boast a team of industry-leading experts in

never had access to.”

Andreas Forsland
Founder and CEO at Cognixion

building world-class end-to-end brand experiences.
Bexi encourages our employees and clients to
share ideas, insights, best practices, and emerging
trends within and across various design disciplines
and focuses.

AI — Accufy Intro
Accufy — the all-in-one game-changer for the
construction industry — is a software company that
automates estimations and enables collaboration across
construction teams globally. Their category-leading
technology allows them to generate complete project
cost estimations for their clients quickly. They leverage
data and artificial intelligence to create a seamless and
streamlined customer experience, setting Accufy apart
from the old-school and outdated competition in an
industry that desperately needs innovation.
Accufy wants to simplify the life of construction
companies by operating more efficiently and accurately,
particularly when making official construction bids, so
they can win more deals, complete more projects, and
become more profitable and successful.
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The Challenge

Addressing
The Challenge

Accufy is a disruptor in the construction industry,

Our team created a master plan for Accufy’s rebrand,

so they needed a brand that consistently delivers its

which included developing a new brand kit, logo,

message and value proposition. Their existing logo,

website design, social media aesthetic, and more. The

website, and overall online presence were lacking. Each

brand’s previous color scheme wasn’t a good fit for a

graphical element and webpage struggled to provide

company with AI-driven technology, so we updated

them with the cutting-edge, AI-driven aesthetic their

their color scheme to a clean black, white, and yellow

marketing team was looking for.

look. Their website needed to be redesigned, so we

Before working with us, Accufy made marketing
decisions without using data and customer insights to
determine how to brand the business. They wanted Bexi
to take control of their brand, strategize a new brand
image and voice, and implement the solutions.

brainstormed an ideal color scheme and got to work
immediately to update their online presence. We also
consulted with some of their top customers to get
feedback on their impressions of the brand.			
			
For brand imagery and their logo, we chose to combine
graphical elements — the Accufy hexagon, for example
— with high-quality, high-resolution photography. We
converted the logo from the older color scheme into
something eye-catching, sleek, and easy to remember
for customers. We finely balanced our photo selections
by mixing pictures of construction, architecture, and
office workers with empowering images of technology
and other relevant topics.
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Accufy Brand
Experience

The Results
Accufy’s brand now stands out among its competitors.
The Bexi team upgraded their look and feel, and
now they can be viewed as a household name for

“We knew it would be a challenge
to pull off a new digital marketing

construction technology. Their logo is perfect for all

strategy on such a short timeline, but

printed and digital formats — business cards, social

the process the Bexi team led was very

media, and billboards alike — and their website is
crisp and clean, just like their software. Accufy’s
aesthetic now matches the quality of their product;
we’re ecstatic with the results, and so are they.

efficient and extremely collaborative.”
William
CEO at Accufy

866 239 4669
Bexi, Inc. is a global design automation company, providing strategy and design solutions to regulated industries. If you work in
Life Sciences or Healthcare or Telecommunications or Cannabis, partnering with Bexi, Inc. makes it easy to accelerate innovation
and maximize creativity. Bexi, Inc. only focuses on regulated industries and has built trusted partnerships with the most innovative
technology companies in the world, and boast a staff of industry leading experts in the areas of technology and design.
Bexi Inc. : 95 3rd Street 2nd Floor 100 San Francisco, CA 94103
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